Interest of targeting AgNORs measurement in cycling cells: in vivo cell kinetic evaluation of non-small cell lung cancer.
This study investigated the actual growth rate of 30 low stage operable non-small cell lung carcinomas, including disease-free surviving and deceased patients. The actual growth rate was defined as the cell production rate and was calculated from the growth fraction and the cell cycle time of each tumor at the time of surgical resection. The growth fraction was assessed by the Ki67 index while the cell cycle time was assumed to be reflected by the AgNORs content in the cells positive for Ki67. AgNORs content was evaluated by means of image analysis of double-stained AgNOR-Ki67 tissue section. The actual growth rate did not discriminate between the disease-free surviving and deceased patients but the AgNORs content in Ki67 cells correlated with the survival time of those patients who died of the tumor. Patients expressing a small AgNORs content, which might indicate a long cell cycle, may die but later; patients with a high AgNORs content, which might indicate a short cell cycle, die early or will survive. A twilight curve was derived from this data and might provide new prognostic indicators.